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”Never stay up on the barren heights of cleverness,
but come down into the green valleys of silliness.”

– Wittgenstein

Publishing is under attack from all sides. New technologies have been
both a boon and a bone for journalism. The spread of cryptocurrencies
offers a new paradigm for independent reporting, which we are appetent to
engage.

Alphachain empowers smart-contract bubble journalism, decentralising
hack finance for a trustless news protocol with a deep commitment to verified
insecurity. Microtransactions enable macro-story publication, which readers
access through a token-mediated crypto-portal.

The platform reverses the content to consumption value transfer, thanks
to its upfront multi-party funding protocol. This scalable and transparent
capital reversal model ensures maximum foundation security, without compromising
best-in-class trustless payment collection.

Our supply constrained approach to journalism ensures a self-correcting
market mechanism for news dissemination, incentivised by the coin distribution
dynamics of Alphachains smart contracting.

Alphachain believes funding its principals, while adhering to a self-referential
governance framework, is the foundation of a party-to-party hack network.
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For this reason, we are launching an initial coin offering on August 1st,
the day of our crypt-dependence. Each coin, or token, offers its owner a
perpetual subscription to the Alphachain publishing network. Tokens are
fully fungible in a Turing-complete context, enabling subsequent resale or
lease transactions with Zero-Day settlement invulnerability.

The initial offering will be un-capped, meaning the more tokens sold, the
more readers will be able to access our stories, and hence the more value
ascribed to our content. This will increase the desirability of the tokens,
allowing readers to share in the value uplift built into the Alphachain system.

Alphachain represents a quantum leap upward in platform-rigorous crypto-
publishing. Smile with us on this exciting and profitable endeavour into the
techno-future.

Disclaimer
1. Alphaville may or may not be inclined to build the Alphachain network. This paper does not represent an

obligation, promise, duty, suggestion or implied contract to do so.
2. The Alphachain tokens do not have any rights, uses, purpose, attributes, functionalities or features, express

or implied, including, without limitation, any uses, purpose, attributes, functionalities or features on the Alphachain
Platform.

3. The proceeds of the Alphachain initial coin offering may be used for any purpose, stated or otherwise.
4. Alphachain tokens are not securities, commodities, swaps on either securities or commodities, or similar financial

instruments. They are not designed for investment or speculative purposes and should not be considered as a type of
investment. The tokens are not available for purchase by the residents of any country.

5. The value of tokens may go up, up a lot, up a great deal, or up a tremendous amount. It is also possible they
may not, or be subject to diminished prices. No prediction or forecast should be inferred, tendered or predicated on any
of the aforementioned statements.

6. Alphachain tokens are not emoluments.
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